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Let X be a finite-dimensional compactum. Let a(X) and N(X) be the spaces of retractions and 
non-deformation retractions of X, respectively, with the compact-open (=sup-metric) topology. 
Let 2f he the space of non-empty compact ANR subsets of X with topology induced by the 
homotopy metric. Let Rf be the subspace of2Fconsisting of the ANR’s in X that are retracts of X. 
We show that JV(S”) is simply-connected for m > 1. We show that if X is an ANR and Au E Rr, 
then limj+aD A, = A0 in 2fif and only if for every retraction r0 of X onto A0 there are, for almost all 
i, retractions riof X onto Ai such that lirni+- ri = ro in SeWI. We show that if X is an ANR, then 
the local connectedness of a(X) implies that of RF. We prove that B(M) is locally connected if A4 
is a closed surface’:. We give examples to show how some of our results weaken when X is not 
assumed to be an ANR. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class. (1970): Primary 54B20,5463§; 
Secondary 54C15,54F40,55D99,57AOS, 57A10,57A15. 
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Among the ideas introduced by Borsuk are the space B(X) [4] of retractions of a 
topological space X with the compact-open (=sup-metric, if X is a com,gactum) 
topology and the qpace 2;fc [3] of non-empty compact ANR subsets of a Rnite- 
dimensional compactum X with topology induced by the homotopy metric. In this 
paper we examine some relations between B(X) and 2;. These results were 
motivated by the observation that methods used in [8] to study a component of 2:” 
can be employed to obtain corrersponding theorems for a component of %(S”) (see 
Section 3). 
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2. Preliminaries 
All ANR’s considered in this paper will be compact. By map we will mean a 
continuous function. If f is a map, Irncjq will mean the image of fi If E > 0, an e-map 
will mean a map f whose domain and range are subsets of a metric space (X, d) such 
that d(x, f(x)) c c for all x in the domain of fi 
The interior (boundary) of A c X is denoted Int A (Bd A). The set of all points of 
X that are within S of some point of A is denoted N&(A). We denote the interval 
[0, l] by I and the set of all points in euclidean (m + I)-space whose distance from the 
origin is 1 by Sm.. 
By J(X) we denote the subspace of 5@(X) consisting of the non-deformation 
retractions, i.e., retractions that are not homotopic in X to the identity map. The 
subspace of 2f consisting of the members of 2f Ithat are retracts of X is denoted R f. 
The subspace of 2f consisting of the absolute retracts lying in X is denoted AI??. 
Let f and g be maps from a space Y into the compacturn (X, d). The sup-metric dS 
is given by 
d”(f, g) = supW(f(y), g(y)) ty E Yh . 
Let (X, d) be a finite-dimensional compacturn, A E 2f, and let 6 and e be positive 
numbers. We will use s(A, 6, c) to abbreviate “every subset of A with diameter less 
than S is contractibk to a point in a subset of A with diameter less than c.” 
The topology of 2;?c is induced by the homotopy metric dh and may be described as 
follows: 
2.1. Theorem [3, p. 1971. Limi,, dh(Ai, Ao) = 0 if and only if 
(a) limi+, dH(Ai, Ao) = 0 (where dH is the well-known Hausdofl metric), and 
(b) for every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such that for all i, s(Ai, 8, e). 
We will use the following: 
2.2. Theorem [3, Theorem on p. 196 and Lemma on p. 1881. Let A E 2f. Then there 
is a neighborhood % of A in 2f sucn the lt for every E > 0 there is a S > 0 such that Y G % 
implies there is a retraction of Na( ‘Jr”) onto Y that is un e-map, 
2.3. Theorem [3, p. 2003. Let A E 2f. Then the collection of members of 2f with the 
same homotopy type as A is open ; 2nd closed) in 2f. 
3. Global Properties of N(S”) 
Wagner has shown [lo, 3.9, pa 421 that JV(S”) is path-connected for m 3 !. In this 
section we prove that M(S”) is simply-connected for m 2 2. 
3.1. Lemma. Let f: I + JV(S”) e a map, m > 0. Let u E Sm “\ Im( f(O)), v C 
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S”\,Im(f(l)J~ nen there is a map g: (I, 0,l) + (S”, u, U) such that for all t E I, 
g(t) E Im(f W 1. 
Proof. Since;: I is compact, there exist 0 = to < tl< . l . < tk = 1, points ui and open 
sets Bi c Sm \h(f(tj)) such that u, E Bj (ug = u, uk = u), and connected neighbor- 
hoods Uj of tj ih I with Q n Uj+l # 8 for j C k such that t E Uj implies Bi c S” \ 
Im( f(t)). Let .~i E (tip tj+l) n Uj n Uj+l and Yi = Im(f(s&). 
Since Sm \ Yj is a connected [S, V2.21, p. 1031 open set, there is an arc 
Aj c Sm \ Yj from Uj to Uj+l* It follows immediately that there is a neighborhood vj 
of f(sj) in N(S”) such that I E yj implies Aj c Sm \Im(r). There exist cj, di such that 
tj c cj < si < di <: tj+l, [ci, di] C Vi n Ui+l, and f ([Ci, di]) c %“b 
LetpjEAinBi,cliEAjnBi+l be such that the subarcs Uipi and qjtlj+l of Ai lie in Bj 
and Bj+l, respectively. The map g is taken to be any map satisfying: 
g I[ti, Ci] maps ([tj, cj], tj9 cj) onto (uipi, 49 Pi); 
g I[c~, dj] maps ([ci, di], ci dj) onto (ms Pi, e); 
gl[di, ti+l] maps ([dj, ti+,], dj l ti+l) onto (CliUi+l, 4j, Uj+l)= 
Since Ui is connected, our choices of cl and pj imply that if t E [ti, cj], then 
g(t) B Im(f(t)). Similarly, g(t) e Im(f(t)) if t E [dj, ti+l]. Our choices of V;; cj, and di 
imply g(t) B Im(f(t)) if t E [Cj,. dj]. Thus g: (J 0, 1) + (S”, u, v) satisfies: for all t E I, 
g(t) B Im(f(r)). Th is completes the proof. 
For the remainder of this section, x0 will be a basepoint of S”, and A : S” -) 
N(Sm) will be the embedding sending x E S” to the retraction of S” whose image is 
11 X. 
3.2. Corollary. Let (P, p) be a pointed one-dimensional compact polyhedron. Let 
f: (8 P) + (JW”“), A (x0)1 b e a map. Then there is a map g: (P, p) + (S’“, -x0) such that 
for all y E P, s(y) B Im(f (y )I. 
Proof. We may assume P is connmectzd and that p is a vertex of P. Let g(p) = -x0. We 
proceed inductively on the one-simplexes of P. Let a be a one-simplex of P with 
endpoints a and! b such that u = g(a) has been defined. If g(b) has not already been 
defined, choose v = g(b)e Sm \Im(f(b)). Apply 3.1 to obtain glv. Thus we obtain 
g:(E P)4Srn, --x0) such that for all y E P, g(y) B Im( f(y)). 
3.3. Theorem. Let f : (P, p)-* (N(S”), A(&) be a map, where P is Q one- 
dimensional compact polyhedron. Then f is homotopic rel p to a map whose image 
lies in A (S”). 
roof. !3y 3.2 there is a map g: (P, p)+ (S”, -x0) such that g(y) B Im( f(y)) for all 
YEP. 
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For all x E Sm let h”: (S” \ {x}) x I + Sm be given by 
hX(Z, t) = 
(l-t)t-tx 
II<1 - t)r - txll’ 
Since the denominator is never 0, h* is w&defined. Observe h ’ (z, 0) = z and 
V(z, 1) = --x for all z E S”, and h: is an embedding for 0 G t < 1. 
For all (y, t) E P x I we define 
hp’of(y)o[h:‘Y 1-l if OGKl; 
F(y9 tJ=iA(-g(y)) if t=l. 
It is clear that F(y, 1) is idempotent, and for 0 G t < 1 we have: 
F(y, t) aF(y, t) = hfy’ of(y) 0 [l#y)]-1 o hfty) of(y) o [/fY’]-* 
= h:‘y’ of(y) of(y) 0 [h;‘Y’]-1 
. 
= hftY’ of(y) 0 [h:(y)]-1 = F(y, t). 
Hence F(y, t) E N(S”) for all (y, t) E P x I. 
Observe F(y, 0) =f(y) and F(y, 1) = A (-g(y)). It is clear that F is continuous in 
(y, t) for 0 G t c 1. If t # 1 is sufficiently close to 1, Imr(F( y, t)) c Im[h fly”] lies in an 
arbitrarily small neighborhood of -g(y). It follows that F is continuous for t = 1. 
Finally, we (observe that for 0 < t < 1, 
F(p, t) = h;“” 0 [n (x0) 0 (h ;xO)-‘] 
= h;“o o~(xo)=h(xo)=F(p, 1). 
We have thus shown that F: P x I + N(S”) is a homotopy rel p from f to A 0 (-g). 
For pointed spaces (A, a) and (B, b), let [(A, a), (B, b)] denote the collection of 
pointed homotopy classes of maps from (A, a) to (B, b). We have: 
3.4. CoroiIaq. If (P, p) is a3 ici., x, thein the function 
A* : [(PI P), (s”, x0)1-, [(R P& by, A (ad)] 
@en by A .([ fl) = [A 0 fl is surjectitx 
Proof. This is an immediate conseq hence of 3.3. 
3.5. Theorem. A* : l7&V(S”), A (xoJ) is a surjection. Hence N(S”) is simply- 
connected for m > 1. 
roof. Take P = S’ in 3.4. 
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4. Convergence! in a(X) and RF 
We begin this section with results concerning the metric of continuity, d,, charac- 
terized in [l] by: d,(A, B) < E if there are c-maps f:A + B and g: B +A (for all 
nonempty subcompacta of a given metric space). 
4.1. Theorem 111, p. 1901. Let X be a finite-dimensional compactum and let A, 
B E 2:. TIoen dIa(A, B) s d,(A, B) s dh(A, B). 
4.2. Prop&tion. Let X be a metric space, limi+oo ri = ro in %!(X) such that Ai = 
Im(ri) is compact for i = 0, 1,2, . . . . Then limi+* dc(Ai, Ao) = 0. 
Proof. It is ealsily seen that given 8 > 0, there is an n such that i > n implies 
rilAo:Ao+Ai tand rolAi:Ai+Ao are E-maps. 
4.3. Corollary. Under the hypotheses of 4.2, if in addition A0 E ANR then for almost 
all i, Ai dominates A0 homotopicaligr. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of 4.2 and [9,3.14, p. 8521. 
For the rest of this paper, we assume X is a finite-dimensional compacturn. Our 
main result relating a(X) and RF is the following: 
4.4. Theorem. Let A0 E RF. Consider the following statements: 
(a) Lim i+a clh(Ai, Ao) = 0. 
(b) There is a positive integer N such that i > N implies Ai E RF, and for every 
retraction ro of X onto A0 there are retractions ri (i > N) of X onto Ai such that 
limi,, ri = r. in B(X). Then (a) implies (b). If X E ANR, then (b) implies (a). 
Proof. Suppose (a). Let e >O. Let ro be a retraction of X onto Ao. We must show 
that for almost all i there are retractions ri of X onto Ai such that d”(ri, ro) < E. 
Since dim x’<a, there is a positive integer m such that we may regard X as 
embedded in the m-cube Im. Hence we may regard {Ail:0 as a sequence in 2:“. By 
2.2, there exist a positive integer No, a positive S with S < $, and retractions ki of 
Na(Ai) (the S-neighborhood of kli in I”) onto Ai such that ki is a (&-map for 
i > No. Since I” is an ANR, [S, V3.1, p. 1033 implies there is an q > 0 with q < $E 
such that for all i, given q-maps hi: Ai --) I”, if hi has an extension hi : X + I” then 
there are maps gi: X + I” such that gi(x) = x for all x E Ai and d”(gi, hi) C S. 
There exists an NaNo such that i > N implies ro 1 Ai is a ($q)-map (this follows 
from 2.1(a)) and there are (iv)-maps fi: A0 + Ai (this follows from 4.1). 
Let i > N. By choice of or), there are maps gi: X + I” such that gi(x) = x for all x E Ai 
. and d”(gi, fi 0 ra) < 6. Since fi 0 ro(X) c Ai, it follows from our choice of Is that we may 
define maps ri : X + X by ai = ki 0 gi(x). Clearly ri is a retraction of X onto Ai, and 
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for all x E X we have 
d(ri(x), ro(~)) s d(ki 0 gi(x), a(x)) + d(gi(x), fro rOIX1)) +d(fi 0 HO, HO) 
&+6+$?+c. 
Hence d”(ri, ro) c E. This completes the proof that (a) implies (b). 
Let X E ANR. To show (b) implies (a), suppose for i = 0 and i NV there are 
retractions ri of X onto Ai sU& that lim+, d”(ri, ro) = 0. Given e > 0, there is an 
N1 3 N such that for i > Ni and for ah x E A0 and al1 y E Ai* 
d(x, ~W)=d(ro(x), M)<~ and dly, rot; i)=ho$ ~ooWQ. 
Hence limi,, dH(Ai, Ao) G 0. 
Let e > 0. Let Q B 0 be such that if (x, y} c X and d(x, y) < q then d(rO(x), 
q,(y)) c $. Since X is an ANR, there is a S > 0 such that s(X, 8, 7). Let n be such that 
i > n implies d’(ri, ro) C 6~. 
Suppose {x, y}c X and d(x, y) c q. Then 
d(ri(x), ri(y))sd(ri(x), f’o(X))+~o’o(x), ~ooO)fd(~dy), G(Y)) 
C&C -k&s +te -58, for i>n. 
Let B c Ai such that diam B < 8. There is a contraction h : B x I +X of B to a 
point such that diam It (B x I) < 7. Therefore ri0 h : B x I + X is a con traction of B to 
a point with image in Ai such that diam(ri 0h(B x I)) < fs + $8 = c, for i > n. Hence 
s(Ai, S, e) for aI1 i > rt, SO 2.1 implies limi,, dh(Ai, Ao) = 0. 
4‘5. Corollary. Rc is open in 2f. 
Proof. Let A E RF. By 4.4, any member of 2fsufficiently close to A must be in RF. 
The assertion follows. 
4.6. Corollary, If X E ANR, then the function p: a(X) + RhX given by p(r) = Im(r) is 
a continuous open surjecfion. 
Proof. It is clear from 4.4 that p is a continuous surjection. Let % be open in a(X), 
Iet A E p(e), and let {Ai}: c Rf be a sequence such that limi,, Ai = A. It is clear 
from 4.4 that for almost all i, Ai E JI(%). It follows that p(% j is open in R$ 
4.7. Cbrol)aty. 1f Xis an AM”\ ap d ri 9 i-+gO r in & (X), then for almost all 3, IIll has 
the homotopy type of h(r). 
roof. This is an immediate consequence of 4.4 and 2.3. 
We present aseries of results to show how “(b) implies (a)” of 4.4% is weakened if X 
is not an ANR. Recall that a compact subset Y of the Hilbert cube Q is a 
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fundamental abs&te neighborhood retract (F’ANR) if and only if there is a compact 
ANR 2 in Q tihat contains Y and a fundamental retraction f = { fk, 2, Y}Q,Q [6, 
VIII( 1.4), p. 2541. 
43. Theorem. Let Y E FANR, and let limi,- ri = ro in 92 (Y), with Ai = Im(ri) E 
ANRfori=0,1,2,.... Then for almost all i, Ai and A0 have the same homotopy 
type. 
P~ooT. We will show that for almost all i, ril Ao and r. 1 Ai are homotopy inverses. 
From the proof of 4.l,limi,= #(MA,,, ro 0 ril Ao) = 0. Since As E ANR, it follows 
that for almost all i, Id& = ro 0 ril Ao. 
We may assume Y c Q and that 2 and f are as above. Since Ai E ANR, for all i 
there is a neighborhood Ui of Y in Q such that ri extends to a map r: : Ui + Ai. There 
is a positive integer ki such that fki (2) c LJii 
Since close maps into an ANR are homotopic, for almost all i there is a map 
Hi: Ai X P -+ Z such that Hi(x, 0) = x and Hi(x, 1) = ri 0 r&) for all x E Ai. Thus, for 
almost all i we can define Gi : Ai X I + Ai by Gi(x, t) =: r: 0 f+ 0 Hi (x, t). 
It is easily seen that for t E (0, 1}, Gi(x, t) = Hi(x, t). The proof is complete. 
Thus under the hypotheses of 4.8, limi,, d,(Ai, Ao) = 0 (by 4.2) and for almost all 
i, Ai and A0 have the same homotopy type. Even for so nice a finite-dimensional 
FANR Y as a contractible compactum, we cannot improve this to convergence of 
(A 1 i z1 to A0 in the homotopy metric, as the following shows: 
4.9. Example. LetY={(r,8)/0~ra1,8=Oor8=nJnforn=1,2,3,...)inpolar 
coordinates. There isaconvergentsequenceri +i+arq in 9k( Y) withAi = Im(ri) E ANR 
f or i = 0, 1,2,. . . such that Aa f limi+= Ai in 2r. 
Proof. Let rO(r, 0) = (r, 0); and for i > 0 let 
( (r, w/i) ri(rr 8) = tr, oj if 8 *n/i; if 8c+ 
Clearly these formulas define retractions of Y with ri +i+a r. in 3 (Y). 
For all i, Ai = Im(ri) is an arc. For i >O, let Bi = ((1, n/i), (1, 0)}, the set of 
‘endpoints of Ahi. Given S > 0, we have diam .Bi < S for almost all i. Let 0 < 8 < 1. We 
observe that evety contraction of Bi to a point in Ai sweeps out all of Ai, and 
diam Ai 2 1 > E. The assertion folEows from 2.1. 
The notion of mouability generalizes that of FANR: an FANR must be movable, 
but not conversely [6]. We give an example to show that the conclusion of 4.8 fails if 
the assumption that Y is an FANR is weakened so that Y is only assumed movable. 
Let E be the “Hawaiian earring” Uzl Ci, where Ci is the circle in the plane 
with center (l/i, 0) and radius l/i. Let p: denote the origin in R2. Since E is a plane 
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compactum, it is movable [d, V6.1, p. 1601, but since R2\E has infinitely many 
components, Ep FANR [6, VII19.2, p. 2671. 
4.10. Example, There is a convergent sequence ri +i-+a ro in a(E) such that Im(ti) E 
ANR for i = 0, 1,2, . . . , but i # 0 implies Im(ri) does not have the homotopy type of 
Im(r0). 
Prooff. It is clear that the following maps satisfy the claim: 
r&)=p forall XEE; 
and for i > 0, 
ri(X) = 
p if xEE\Ci; 
X if X E Ci. 
5. Local connectedness 
We continue to assume X is a finite-dimensional compacturn. A question of 
Borsuk [4,2.5, p. 198) suggests the problem of finding for which X the space 3(X) is 
locally connected. Ball and Ford have asked [1,6.5, p. 491: for which X is 2i?clocally 
connected? We explore some relations between these questions. 
5.1. Theorem. Let X be an ANR. If 92 (X) is locally connected, then RF is focally 
connected. 
Prooi. Let A E RF, let % be a neighborhood of A in Rt, and let p be as in 4.6. Let 
r E p-‘(Q) such that p(r) = A. If 9 (X) is locally connected, then there is a connected 
neighbcjrhood “v” of r such that “t”c p-‘(e). Since p is an open map, p(v) is a 
connected neighborhood of A that is contained in %. 
In Ithe following, M will denote a closed surface, i.e., a compact metric 2-manifold 
without boundary. It is known [7,4.4] that 2fis an absolute neighborhood retract for 
the class of metrizable spaces. We use some methods from the proof of that theorem 
to show the following: 
5.2. Theorem. B(M) is locally connec& l d. 
Proof. Let to E S(M). Let 6%‘ be a neiglborhood of ro in B(M). It follows from 4.7 
that IdM is an isolated point of @(A#), so we may assume ro it IdM. Let A = Im(ro). 
Let E > 0 be such that {r E B(M) 1 d”(r, ru) < E} c %. 
By 2.2, there is a positive 6 < $E and a neighborhood vof A in RF such t&at Y E V 
implies there is a ($&retraction of Na( Y) onto Y. 
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A well-known consequence of [S, IV3.1, p. 861 is that close maps into an ANR may 
be joined by a small homotopy: thus there is a positive 7 < S such that if f, g : M -+ M 
are mapssatisfying d”(f, g) < 31, andf Y = g1 Y for some closed Yin M, then there is 
amapK:MxI-*NsuchthatKo=f,K1=g,andforallrEI,K,IY=flYandd”(K, 
f)<i% 
Let p be as in 4.6. Then s/; = p({r E g(M) 1 d”(r, ro) < rl)) is a neighborhood of A in 
RF. By [7, 3.2 and 4.21, there exist NE s/;, a neighborhood (& of A in RF with 
vz c clr n ‘VI, an.d a sequence of positive numbers Ei such that Cz 1 &i c q, satisfying: 
Y E Sr2 implies there is a sequence {Ai}: in v with Al = N, Y = nzl Ai, and for 
all i; Ai+l Hnt Ai, there are finitely many components of Ai \ Ai+l, and if P is the 
closure in M of such a component hen there is a homeomorphism h : P + S’ x I with 
diam h”({z} x I) < Ed for all z E S’. 
Let %2 = p-‘( o/;) n (t E 5t (M) I d*(r, ro) c 11). Clearly %2 is a neighborhood of r. in 
a(M) with Q& c= %. Fix I E %2. Let Y = I&). 
Let {Ai}: be a sequence for Y as described above. Fix i and let P and 
h : P -+ S’ x I be as described above. We may assume 
h-‘(S’ X (1)) C Bd Ai, h-‘(S’ X(0)) C Bd Ai+l. 
Let al : S’ X I+ S’, ~2: S’ x I+ I be projection maps. For t E I, define 
h,:P+Pby 
h(x) ( h-‘(at oh( 1-t) if azoh(x)al-t; r = 
x if aph(x)G1-t. 
By choice of h, each h, is an &i-map. Clearly t;, E B(P), ho = Idp, and hl retracts P to 
h-‘(S’ X (0)) C Bd Ai+l. 
Apply the construction to each component of Ai \ Ai+l and extend for all t E I via 
the identity map on Int A i+l to obtain a continuous family of gi-retractions {&I t E I} 
of Ai such that Q& is the identity map and Im(Q’l) = Ai+l. 
LetO=to<tr<t2<...,limi-+ooti= l.ForO~tcl,definef,:N+Nbyfo=Q~= 
Idw ; h = Q~ofr,_, if i * 1 and ti-1 G t S ti, where T = (t - ti-l)/(ti - ti-1). 
Since Q\ ofi,+ = ft, = Qg’ 0 fci, fit is well-defined, and it is easily seen that the 
family {ftl 0 G t *: 1} is continuous in t and lies in s(N). Further, ti s t < ti+l implies 
dS&bv, fr) < c:, on 1 en < r), so each ft is an q-map. 
From our choice of {E } i El, it is clear that {f’i}E1 is a Cauchy sequence. Since N is 
compact, the space NN of maps from N to N is complete in the sup-metric topology. 
Hence fi = limi,., fit exists in NN. Since a(N) is closed in NN ([4, p. 197]or [lo, 1.4, 
p. 7]), we have J~I E a(N). That fi = limt+l fi follows from the fact that if t E [tip ti+l] 
then d’(& f,) < ei+l +i-+m 0. Since Y = nT= 1 A, we have Im(fl) = Y. Also, it is easily 
seen that fl is an q-map. 
By applying the construction to A., we similarly obtain a continuous 
family {gJt E 1)~ a(N) such that go = IdN, Im(gr) = A, and gt is an q-map for 
all t E I. 
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It is easily seen that G is well-defined and continuous, with 
Im(G(0)) = Im(gl 0 F) = A, Im(G(1)) = Im(fi 0 F) = Y, 
alnd 
d”(G(t), ro) s d”(G(t), F) + d”(F, rO) < q + q = 297 for all t E I. 
It follows that 
d”(G(l), Y) s d”(G( 1), ro) + ds(ro, t) c 3-q + q = 3~. 
By choice of q, there are maps H : M x I + Ad and K : M x I + M such that Ho = ro, 
H1 = G(O), #<I = C’;(l), K1 = r, and for all t E & H,l A = IdA, K,l Y = Idy, ds(ro, Ht) < 
8, and d”( r, K,) < S. 
By choice of S, there are (&retractions (Y: Na(A)+A and /3: Ns( Y)+ Y. 
Qbserve that for all t E I, a 0 Ht and @ 0 Kt are retractions of A4 whose images are A 
and Y, respectively. Further, we have TV 0 HO = to, a 0 Hz = G(O), @ 0 K. = G(l), and 
@ 0 & = r. 
Wedefine T:I+B(M) by 
a0 H31 if OStG$; 
T(t) = G(3t--1) if &t~$; 
p ’ K3r-2 if $StSl. 
We will be done when we show d”(ro, T(t)) < c for all t E I. 
ForOata$,letu=3t.Wehave 
ds(ro, T(t)) = d”(ro, CY 0 H,,) s d”(r0, Hu) + d”(H,, a 0 Hu) < 6 +&c < E. 
For$str$,let 2) =3t-1. We have 
d”(ro, T(t)) = d”(ro, G(v)) < 277 c c. 
d”(ro, T(t)) = d”(ro, p 0 K,) c d”(ro, r) + d”(r, Kw) + da&, ci3 0L) 
=:?j+S+$s<e. 
This completes the proof. 
The proof of 5.2 suggests the following: 
5.3. nestion. Is the converse of 5.1 true? 
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6. Locai connectedness: X not an ANR 
We continue: to assume X is a finite-dimensional compactum, but we will not 
assume in this section that X is an ANR, We obtain fairly mild necessity conditions 
for 2f and a(X) to be locally connected. We give an example to show the 
importance of the assumption that X is an ANR in 5.3. 
We will use the following: 
6.1. Lemma [6,2.1]. If U is open in X, then {YE 2fl Y c v) is open in 2:. 
6.2. Theorem. (a) If 2f is ~occzlly connected then X is locally connected. 
(b) If B(X) is locally connected and X is connected, then X is locally connected. 
Proof. Recall that in a complete metric space, local connectedness and local arcwise 
connectedness are equivalent. That 2f is complete was shown in [3, Corollary 4, p. 
1981. Since X” is complete and a(X) is closed in Xx, B(X) is complete. Thus we 
concern ourselves with local arcwise connectedness. 
If X is not locally connected at p E X, there is a neighborhood V of p in X and a 
sequence xi + i-+mp in V such that for all i, p and xi are in disjoint open sets Vi and Wi 
respectively, where V = Vi u Wi. By 6.1, the following are open in 2f: 
Also, the following sets are open in a(X): 
P={r&(X)IIm(r& V} iPi = {t E B(X) 1 Im(r) C vi); 
$i = {t E a(X) 1 Im(r) C Wi}. 
Suppose there is a map f: I + Y such that f(0) = {p} and f(1) = {xi). Since (by 2.3) 
each f(t) must be connected, Im(f) c V”i u W/;:. Since {p} E ‘Vi and {xi} E wi, we 
conclude Im( f) is disconnected. This is impossible. Since every neighborhood of {p} 
in 2f contains ‘some {xi}, 2F is not locally connected at {p}. 
Let ro, ri E B(X) satisfy Im(ro) = {p}, Im(ri) = {xi}. Suppose there is a map g: I+ 9 
such that g(0) = ro, g(1) = ri, and suppose X is connected. Then each Im(g(t)) is 
connected, SO Im(g) c Pi u $i. Since ro E Pi and ri E si, we conclude Im(g) is dis- 
connected. This is impossible. Since every neighborhood of ro in a (X) contains ome 
ri, a(X) is not locally connected at ro. 
In the following, E is the Hawaiian earring and {Ci}: 1, {ri}zo, and p are as in 4.10. 
The next two theorems give a negative answer to 5.3 when the assumption that X is 
an ANR is ‘omitted. 
eorem. S@(E) is not locally connected. 
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Proof. In view of 4.10, it suffices to show that for i > 0 there is no path in a(E) from 
ri to ro. Suppose for some i > 0 there were a map I’: I + B(E) such that f(0) = ri and 
f(1) = ro. Then the map h : Ci X I + Ci defined by h(x, t) = (ri of(t))(x) would be a 
homotopy from Idc, to a constant map. Since the identity map on a l-sphere is not 
nullhomotopic, we have a contradiction, and the assertion follows. _ 
6.4. Theorem. 2: i;s Zocally connected. 
Proof. By [2,2.4, p. 2111, it suffices to show the open and closed subspace q of 2f 
consisting of the connected members of 2: is locally connected; Let A E V. 
If p e A, then for some i, 6.1 implies % = { Y E %?I Y c Ci \ { p}} is a neighborhood 
of A. Since % c AR:, it follows from [7,2.9] that V is locally connected atA. 
Suppose pE A and let % be a neighborhood f A in %?. By [l, 4.1, p. 431 there is a 
neighborhood “y; of A and an E > 0 such that Y E Vi implies dh( Y, A) < e/21r and if 
q: Y +E is an e-embedding then q(Y) E %. 
There is a neighborhood Vz of A such that if YE V’& then for all i, Ci c Y if and 
only if Ci c A. There is a positive integer N and a neighborhood “y; of A such that if 
YtzOY;then YnUE, Cr E “y;. There is a neighborhood ‘Vd of A such that if YE V”,, 
and i G N, then Ci n Y is a nondegenerate arc if Ci n A is a nondegenerate arc. 
Let V = ‘VI n V’z A V” n V’d. Then V is a neighborhood f A and ‘Vc %. Fix YE V. 
Let AN =AnUrJ=, Ci, YN= Y n IJE, Cia It is easily seen that there are strong 
deformation retractions that are pseudoisotopies moving no point by as much as c 
that carry A onto AN and Y onto YN. By our choices of neighborhoods, and using [1, 
4.31 and 2.1 at the end of each pseudoisotopy, there are arcs in % from A to AN and 
from Y to YN. By our choices of neighborhoods, there is a pseudoisotopy f: YN X I + 
E moving no point by as much as E such that (using 2.1) lim,,i fr(Y~) = AN = 
fi(YN),theli ‘tb ml eing taken with respect to dh. It follows as above that here is an arc 
in % from YN to AN. Hence there is an arc in % from Y to A. 
We remark that 6.4 shows that it is not necessary for X to be an ANR in order for 
2hx to be locally connected. An example of Ball and Ford [ 1,4.8, p. 451 shows that it is 
not sufficient for X to be an ANR in crder for 2t to be locally connected. Inview of 
5.1, it is easily seen that the Ball-Fc,r*d space is an example of an ANR X such that 
3(X) is not locally connected. For another such example, see [4,4.1, p. 2003. 
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